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We studied surface decorations of faceted icosahedral Al�Cu�Fe and decagonal Al�Cu�Co single quasicrystals
by the scanning electron microscopy using primary and secondary electrons. Both types of single quasicrystals
exhibited decorations on their facets, however the character of the decorations was totally di�erent. Three kinds of
decorations has been developed. On icosahedral Al60Cu26Fe14 quasicrystals we found three kinds of decorations:
cellular, cavity type and fractal-like. There was no evident di�erence in chemical composition between the inner
dodecahedra and the decorations of all types. Surface decorations found on decagonal Al73.5Cu17.5Co9 quasicrystals
formed a kind of irregular dendritic stars on the separate bright islands.
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1. Introduction

The crystallization mechanism of icosahedral and
decagonal quasicrystals involves a peritectic reaction. In
spite of that polyhedral growth forms are commonly ob-
tained [1�3]. Facets of single quasicrystals are not al-
ways �at having smooth surfaces; rather they exhibit
fractal-like dendritic decorations [4], faceted voids or mi-
croholes [5�7]. Fractal-like dendrites on threefold facets
were found to show an approximately threefold arrange-
ment of the main decoration branches. An analogous cor-
respondence of symmetry has been observed for �vefold
facets [4]. Polygonal microvoids detected on facets of Al�
Pd�Mn quasicrystals were depleted in Mn and enriched
in Pd compared to the bulk [5]. Surfaces of voids cre-
ated due to coalescence of vacancies exhibited decorations
with fractal-like morphology [6, 7]. On the other hand,
perfect, highly faceted microvoids formed by condensa-
tion of thermal vacancies have also been observed [8].
The growth of high density microvoids in Zn�Fe�

Sc quasicrystals is understood as thermally activated,
too [9].
The contribution reports on investigations of facet dec-

orations formed during crystallization of polygonal single
quasicrystalline ψ phase occurring in Al�Cu�Fe as well as
decorations formed on �at facets of decagonal Al�Cu�Co
single quasicrystals.

2. Experimental details

Polyhedral equilibrium single grains of the ψ phase
were obtained by a peritectic reaction inside of ingots of
an Al�Cu�Fe alloy with nominal composition of 65 at.%
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Al, 20 at.% Cu, and 15 at.% Fe. The specimens were
synthesized in a helium atmosphere using a Bridgman�
Czochralski-Growth (BCG) apparatus equipped with an
induction furnace [10].
Decagonal single quasicrystals of Al73.5Cu17.5Co9 have

been obtained by inclined front crystallization tech-
nique [11]. The decagonal phase crystallizes also during
the peritectic reaction forming a porous part of the ingot.
After crushing the ingots polygonal single quasicrystals
with decorated facets were detected inside the pores.
The surface topography was investigated by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) using primary and secondary
electrons. In order to determine the chemical composi-
tion we also applied selected area di�raction (SAD) and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

3. Results

Single quasicrystals of the ψ-phase exhibit icosahedral
symmetry with pentagonal dodecahedral growth forms
12 faces perpendicular to the �vefold axes (Fig. 1a). The
dodecahedra have irregularities and various edge lengths
up to 160 µm. The faces of the dodecahedra are not per-
fectly smooth and show some residual �ux. Some of the
dodecahedra are uniformly covered by cellular type dec-
orations (Fig. 1a) or by cavity type decorations (Fig. 1b)
gradually covering almost all facets. During the next
stage of the decoration process secondary fractal-like dec-
orations appeared on the quasicrystal surfaces (Fig. 1c).
There was no evident di�erence in chemical composition
between the inner dodecahedra on one hand and the cel-
lular decorations and the secondary fractal-like decora-
tions on the other hand. The maximum di�erence in Al
concentration was less than 2% and 0.4% of the Fe con-
tent.
The decorations observed on decagonal Al�Cu�Co qua-

sicrystals have sizes up to 20 µm (Fig. 2b). They
are di�erent from those on the Al�Cu�Fe quasicrystals
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Fig. 1. Decorations on pentagonal faces of the ψ phase:
(a) primary cellular decoration, (b) cavity type decora-
tions, (c) secondary fractal-like decoration.

Fig. 2. Decorations on decagonal facets of Al�Cu�Co
single quasicrystal: (a) decorating stars on quasicrystal
facets; (b) single decorating islands with fractal crack-
ing.

(Fig. 2a). The individual decorations have a charac-
teristic dendritic star-like shape exhibiting black-white
contrast. The stars sit on regions of brighter contrast
with shapes and dimensions matching those of the stars
(Fig. 2b). Additional decorations in a form of white spots
are visible in the lower part of Fig. 2a. There was a no-
ticeable di�erence in chemical composition between the
bright islands with dendritic stars and the surrounding
surface; the Al concentration was slightly higher on the
islands.

4. Conclusion

The phenomenon of the decoration of quasicrystal sur-
faces is not completely understood. The facets of icosahe-
dral Al�Cu�Fe dodecahedra are decorated in similar way
as the �vefold facets of Al�Pd�Mn quasicrystals found
by Beeli and Nissen [4]. In our case, however, there is no
relationship between the symmetry of the facets and the
symmetry of the dendrites.
In their systematic investigations of decorations on Al�

Pd�Mn quasicrystal facets, Lück et al. [6], as well as Beeli
et al. [7] conclude that the decorations consist of precipi-
titations at the surface formed by di�usion induced local

equilibrium. These authors state that the material of the
decorations is poorer in Al-content.
In our observations of Al�Cu�Fe quasicrystals we have

found more types of decoration morphology: cellular,
cavity type and fractal-like apparently formed as a re-
sult of the precipitation process.
We assume that the di�erent character of decorations

on Al�Cu�Co decagonal facets is also a consequence of a
precipitation process resulting in the formation of bright
islands. A relatively thin layer of precipitate promotes
cracking, thus enhancing the phenomenon of decoration.
The precipitate layer on the bright islands exhibited en-
richment of Al. Additional decorations randomly dis-
tributed on the Al�Cu�Co quasicrystals visible as white
spots on the lower part of Fig. 2a form another type of
precipitate decorations.
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